Patient-reported sexual adjustment after definitive chemoradiation and MR-guided brachytherapy for cervical cancer.
The treatment of locally advanced cervical cancer with definitive chemoradiation (CRT) is associated with vaginal toxicity and altered sexual satisfaction. This prospective study assessed patient-reported sexual adjustment, vaginal dosimetry, and physician-reported vaginal toxicity in patients with cervical cancer treated with CRT and MR-guided brachytherapy (BT). Between 2008 and 2010, International Federation of Gynecologists and Obstetricians stage IB-IVA patients with cervical cancer receiving definitive CRT were enrolled in a feasibility study assessing MR-guided BT. Patients completed the validated sexual adjustment questionnaire (SAQ) before BT (baseline) and during followup. Physician-reported vaginal toxicity was recorded. The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements rectovaginal point, mean vaginal dose, and D2cm3 were calculated. Mean SAQ scores at baseline and followup assessments were calculated. Mean time effects were estimated using a linear mixed-effects model. A multivariable linear mixed-effects model was used to examine the association between total and individual scores (repeated measures) and covariates. Sixty patients were approached to participate: 29 consented and 27 completed the SAQ at baseline and followup. The diagnosis of cervical cancer and treatment negatively impacted sexual relationships in 61% and 39%, respectively. There were no significant changes in sexual adjustment over time (p = 0.599). There were no associations between sexual adjustment and the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements rectovaginal point dose or clinical vaginal involvement. Patients with higher International Federation of Gynecologists and Obstetricians stages (≥IIB) had significantly worse sexual adjustment (p = 0.005). CRT and MR-guided BT negatively impacted sexual relationships in patients with cervix cancer; however, there were no significant longitudinal changes in patient-reported sexual adjustment. Worse sexual adjustment may be associated with more advanced disease presentations.